
Bounce Forward 

 

𝗪𝗵𝗮혁 𝗵𝗮혀 𝗯𝗲𝗲𝗻 𝗵𝗮𝗽𝗽𝗲𝗻𝗶𝗻𝗴 𝗶𝗻 *𝗟𝗼𝗰𝗮𝗹 𝗘𝗰𝗼𝗻𝗼𝗺𝘆* 혁𝗵𝗶혀 𝘆𝗲𝗮𝗿 𝗶𝗻 𝗡𝗲𝘄 𝗠𝗶𝗹𝗹혀? 

During the first lockdown, through Facebook, a group of local residents answered the 

call to zoom to discuss what we could do to support our local economy. With most retail 

businesses closed, the first decision was to focus on the crucial year ahead and to find 

ways to usefully support the town in any way we could. We named ourselves ‘New Mills 

2021: Bounce Forward, not step back’ which soon became ‘Bounce Forward’, with 

Arthur Burns; beautiful butterfly our symbol of regeneration. 

Throughout June, we surveyed and chatted to fabulous business owners and residents 

to discover ideas for action. In August, our Covid safe ‘New Mills Voices’ pop up shop 

displayed the results to everyone, including invited council members and leaders. We 

met many wonderful people, gave out copies of the survey results, gathered further 

comments and views and signed up people who wanted to join Bounce Forward and 

other New Mills 2030 groups. 

An action plan evolved from the ideas and meetings were held with council 

representatives. Many people called for more greening of the town to cheer it up, so 

working with Chair of New Mills Town Council and Visit New Mills, we achieved planters 

for the prom. We worked with the Volunteer Centre to find out the best places for ‘rest-a-

while’ benches for shoppers and with Ray and Beth Atkins on ideas for a central 

noticeboard to keep people connected. 

𝗪𝗵𝗮혁 𝘄𝗶𝗹𝗹 𝗯𝗲 𝗵𝗮𝗽𝗽𝗲𝗻𝗶𝗻𝗴 𝗶𝗻 *𝗟𝗼𝗰𝗮𝗹 𝗘𝗰𝗼𝗻𝗼𝗺𝘆* 𝗶𝗻 혁𝗵𝗲 𝗻𝗲𝘅혁 𝘆𝗲𝗮𝗿 𝗶𝗻 𝗡𝗲𝘄 𝗠𝗶𝗹𝗹혀? 

Our next steps would involve gathering groups to work on small projects, for example, 

paint railings and make planters, working with Incredible Edible Community gardeners to 

spruce up the town to encourage shoppers to linger longer. But Covid led us to press 

pause. 

Now lockdown 3. With light at the end of the tunnel and an increased urgency to support 

our local jobs and businesses, when they are all able to open, are we ready to Spring 

Bounce Forward? 

The themes which emerged from the community conversation around local produce, 

sustainability, micro markets, repair and reuse, and creating spaces where all people 

choose to meet and eat and connect and celebrate seem even more vital. 

𝗛𝗼𝘄 𝗰𝗮𝗻 𝗽𝗲𝗼𝗽𝗹𝗲 𝗴𝗲혁 𝗶𝗻𝘃𝗼𝗹𝘃𝗲𝗱? 

Community action needs people willing to connect, plan and do, to stick at it through the 

ups and downs, to eat cake and drink beer.  We have found out what we need to do, 

have zoomed like we’ve never zoomed before, and have had (socially distanced) fun 

and made new friendships along the way. Please do FB message 

@BounceForwardNewMills to get involved in the re-emergence of Spring Bounce 

Forward and let’s see if we can make a difference to our New Mills’ Local Economy, as 

and when…. 

 


